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MIT Press Ltd. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW,
How Users Matter: The Co-Construction of Users and
Technology, Nelly Oudshoorn, Trevor Pinch, Users have
become an integral part of technology studies. The essays in
this volume look at the creative capacity of users to shape
technology in all phases, from design to implementation. Using
a variety of theoretical approaches, including a feminist focus
on users and use (in place of the traditional emphasis on men
and machines), concepts from semiotics, and the cultural
studies view of consumption as a cultural activity, these essays
examine what users do with technology and, in turn, what
technology does to users. The contributors consider how users
consume, modify, domesticate, design, reconfigure, and resist
technological development -- and how users are defined and
transformed by technology. The essays in part I show that
resistance to and non-use of a technology can be a crucial
factor in the eventual modification and improvement of that
technology; examples considered include the introduction of
the telephone into rural America and the influence of non-
users of the Internet. The essays in part II look at advocacy
groups and the many kinds of users they represent,
particularly in the context of...
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I actually began looking at this pdf. It is actually rally interesting throgh reading time period. You will not really feel
monotony at at any time of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you ask me).
-- B r a ya n Mohr  Sr .-- B r a ya n Mohr  Sr .

A superior quality publication along with the font used was fascinating to learn. I have read through and i also am
certain that i am going to going to go through yet again again in the future. Your life period will likely be enhance the
instant you total reading this publication.
-- Donnie R ice-- Donnie R ice
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